Faculty Comments

Comments from "Ethics at Work" evaluations

"I already had a decent grasp of ethical theory. Further, the seminar focused less on formal theory and more on the identification and application of principles using a pluralistic approach. This, I believe, was quite appropriate. Some of the overarching aspects of ethical theory, such as subjectivism, were explained well. I also came away feeling that I don't need expert command of ethical theory in order to teach professional ethics competently. I appreciated this insight on the part of Phil Montague."

"I especially appreciated the application of ethical theory to corporate social responsibility, since this is most applicable to my class. Brian's comments consistently brought interesting, general discussions back to the framework of organizational theory thus allowing for additional insights and learning."

"This was one of the seminar's main strengths. I'm more broadly prepared now to teach ethical decision-making. Phil and Brian adeptly demonstrated different approaches and strategies."

"It was extremely interesting to hear all the different participants and how they relate ethics to their respective courses. I learned from each presentation even though (or especially because) they were quite varied. Noting the similarities and differences across disciplines, student levels and course levels gave me additional insights into how I can more effectively integrate ethics in my class."